Summary:
--------
We would like to propose new consumer usages for displaying all windows and applications on desktop.

Background:
-----------
The usages that are proposed are for the following two purposes.

1. For the Desktop application to present all running user’s application windows.
2. For the Desktop application to present all user applications that can be launched in the system.

Proposal:
---------
The proposed change is in chapter 15 Consumer Page (0x0C).

1. New usages that need to be added to Table 17: Consumer Usage Page

   29F    AC Desktop Show All Windows   Sel    15.16
   2A0    AC Desktop Show All Applications   Sel    15.16

2. New range of reserves usage in Table 17: Consumer Usage Page

   2A1-FFFF    Reserved

3. Add following text in section 15.15 Application Launch Buttons

   AC Desktop Show All Windows   Sel - Show all running Desktop windows
   AC Desktop Show All Applications   Sel - Show all user applications

Response:
---------
<Added by HID Chair upon closing the Request>